
“WHEN JESUS COMES”  Part 5 
ISAIAH 61:1-3;  SUPPORT SCRIPTURE 

 

I.  WHY JESUS CAME 
 A.  Before the foundation of the world 
 B.  Outside of time, living in eternity, knowing the end 
  from the beginning and the beginning from the end 
 C.  Progressively revealing the plan to successive  
  generations 
 D.  One kingdom with two divisions: the kingdom of 
  God with kingdom of heaven and the kingdom of 
  earth in unity and harmony with each other 
 E.  A break in the unity: transgression in heaven,  
  transgressions on earth, attempted coup,   
  judgment, desired independence, a great divorce, 
  the chosen people for the final remedy 
 F.  The Plan unfolds: from the Mind of God to His  
  imprisoned, lost sons in time; spirit of prophecy... 
 

II.  WHEN JESUS CAME: UNFOLDING THE DRAMA OF 
THE AGES 

 A.  When the time was right 
  1.  Getting the people primed for the Messiah and 
   for delivery; agitation and unrest 
  2.  Famine for the Word of God; reform groups  
   starting up 
  3.  No presence of God; but presence of the   
   adversary 
  4.  Watched by the dragon; heavy spiritual activity  
 B.  Getting the players together 
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  1.  Son of God and His forerunner 
  2.  A woman of the right lineage and age 
  3.  Angels to make pronouncements and   
   announcements 
  4.  To redeem the cosmos, the Messiah had to be  
   both Elohim (heavenly) and human (earthly) 
   fully; the mother would have to be human with 
   a divine conception; heaven would have to be 
   engaged with every part of this plan as   
   required and to be instantly obedient; even the 
   enemies would have to fulfill the prophecies He 
   foretold of them 
  5.  Only the first part of the mission would be  
   completed; it was all that was needed to be  
   completed; providing the way to the Father, 
   He would begin gathering His people to  
   share the new kingdom with Him 
 

III.  WHEN JESUS COMES 
 A.  Putting away all enemies human and angelic 
 B.  Righteous judgments 
 C.  Purifying earth; new heavens and new earth 
 D.  Dwellings with all human believers and God; rest/
  work as it was originally intended; animal   
  harmony as it was intended; earth production in 
  abundance; government as it should be; life  
  extension and health; human relationships of the 
  highest order; godly worship that profits man, God 
  and angelic host; angelic host in their proper  
  relationship to God and man 
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